A Meditation to Access Your Pre-Birth Plan
One of the questions I receive most often from readers
of Your Souls Plan is, “How can I find out about my own
pre-birth plan?” This web page has been added
specifically to address that question.
To the best of my knowledge, there are seven ways in
which you can determine what you planned before you
were born: 1) working with mediums and channels; 2)
hypnotic regression to the “life-between-life” state (a
service I provide); 3) meditation (ask in meditation to
be shown your life plan); 4) dream work (ask your
guides and higher self for a dream that explains your life plan); 5) astrology; 6) numerology 7) palm analysis or
palmistry.
(If you are aware of other means by which people may access their pre-birth planning, please contact me
directly by clicking HERE. I would like to offer additional methods to people.)
I offer the following meditation to you so that you may access this very valuable information on your own.
Readers have told me they found it to be extremely helpful and that remarkable insights emerged.
Imagine that you are in the “room” in which your pre-birth planning took place. It is important to spend the first
few minutes of this meditation visualizing the appearance and contents of this room in great detail. Do not
worry about whether you are getting the details “right.” That does not matter. What does matter is that you see
the room in detail, preferably details that speak to one or more of the five senses. For example, if you see
furniture in the room, imagine the color and feel of the fabric, the contour and texture of the wood, and so on.
The process of seeing the room in specific detail will energetically transport you there. (This is true of all
meditations, not just this one.)
After you have visualized the room in great detail, imagine that all the significant people in your life are there:
your parents, children, romantic partners, siblings, friends, teachers, peers from school, employers, and coworkers. Every person of significance is there.
Now, survey this crowd of people. Notice that regardless of the nature of your earthly relationship, each and
every one of them looks at you with an expression of pure, unconditional love. You are able to feel this love
emanating from each of them. Rest serenely in the knowledge that pre-birth planning is always based on
mutual, unconditional love.
As you survey the crowd, choose one person about whom you would like to know more. Walk up to this person
and thank him or her for joining you here today. Then say, “I have forgotten what you and I planned together
before we were born. Would you please remind me?” Then sit quietly and listen for the reply.
The reply may well come to you in words, but do not let an expectation of words restrict the form of the answer.
Be open to a reply that comes to your mind’s eye as either a symbol or visual image, perhaps an image of
another time and place. Be open as well to a reply that comes in the form of a feeling. Feelings are the language
of the soul.
Do not be disappointed or frustrated if you receive no reply or an unclear reply. Simply thank the person again
for hearing your request, and rest easy in the assurance that you will receive the answer (perhaps in another
meditation, perhaps in an entirely different way) when the time is right.
Use this meditation as often as you feel guided. Remain unattached to the results. The desire for results can
hinder the meditation. Desire is a thick, heavy energy that prevents you from raising your vibration in
meditation. Rather than desire a response, simply set an intent to be open to any response that may come.

